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ABSTRACT: 
We all live in a world where the physical realm is 

merging with the new technologies that somehow control our 
lives, together with its total reliance on a series of numbers. 
People are now referred to by their account numbers, social 
security numbers, birthdates, or credit card numbers,pan 
numbers,adhar card numbers,mobile numbers,debit card 
numbers ,bank account numbers and so on. This number 
technology has reduced us into a little number that is part of a 
large equation called new society. 

Basically Numerology is the age-old mystical study of 
how numbers correlate with all types of events in human life. As we all know that numerology is associated 
with divine arts and the paranormal, much controversy surrounds this topic. Modern scientists no longer 
recognize numerology as a viable mathematical study, although in early times Pythagoras and other early 
mathematicians commonly practiced numerology and other numerological divination. All the 
Numerologists today believe that an individual's month, year, and day of birth are closely linked to 
personal attitudes, nature, career choices, job or profession, relationship compatibility with others, and so 
on. 

The basic objective of this paper is to study how the concept of numerology influences short-term 
and long-term goals of individuals and how vibrations of numbers help people in making personal or 
financial decisions. The study is primarily based on secondary data which shows that vibration of numbers 
help in defining overall personality of an individual and impact of these numbers on important events in 
his life. 

 
KEYWORDS: Numerology,Vibration,Numbers,Goals,Decisions. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Everything in Life is Vibration” AlbertEinstein 

Everything living moves. All colors and sounds everything living vibrate to a frequency Nothing 
sits idle.Many of these kind of frequencies were recorded in ancient Egypt by Hermes Trismegistus. And 
same is true for numbers and alphabets. Basically Numerology applies non-numeric concepts to 
numbers. Like astrology, numerology is also a type of applied mysticism – as it correlates a mystical 
symbol with a person's life. That is why, some people have credited numerology with helping them to 
make important personal or financial decisions. These numbers tries to tell the future as well as the 
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past and present, guide human behavior, predict the outcome of different relationships of his life and 
otherwise divine the unknowable by figuring out a person's numbers. These numbers hold special 
significance for many people. Some people believe they have a lucky number, while others notice that 
significant life events tend to occur in in specific personal year, personal month number only. Even 
some people feel a simple, inexplicable affinity for a particular number. Numerology, or the cosmic 
vibrations of these numbers helps us to know our strengths and weaknesses, helps in accomplishment 
of our destiny by creating a positive environment and wiping out negative energy in our lives. It paves 
way to excellence in professional and personal life and helps us to know and shape our future. 

So we can say that numerology is used to determine the thought process of a person, life, future, 
career path etc. through the medium of numbers and mathematical calculations. In simple terms, it can 
be said that it deals with the predictions in relation to numbers. It is also known as Anka Vidya, Sankhya 
Shastra, Anka Shastra,Anko ka khel and many more. All the Numerological readings are basically based 
upon the characteristics of nine planets, that is, Sun, Moon, Jupiter, Mercury, Mars, Rahu,Ketu, Saturn, 
Venus. 

In Numerology, each of these planet has been assigned a number ranging from1 to 9 depending 
on the effect of that number on a particular planet. Hence, these nine planets play a significant role in 
the life of an individual. Also the position of these planets at the time of birth gives an insight about 
specific characteristics or personality traits of an individual. If the numbers of one person gets along 
with the number of other, they share a compatible relationship. 

 
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 
1) To study vibrations of different numbers. 
2) To study relationship of planets and different numbers. 
3) To know the impact of numbers on important events of an individual. 
4) To assess the level of relationship of cosmic vibration of numbers and human life. 

 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

Here exploratory research methodology is used to analyze the data. Data was collected from 
multiple sources such as books, journals, research articles to understand the concept of numerology. 
Apart from this, matter is collected from different websites and professional magazines. So this study is 
purely based on available secondary data. 
 
HISTORY OF NUMEROLOGY: 

The roots of numerology can be traced back to somewhere around 10,000 years to Egypt, 
Greece, Babylonia and after that with the advent of Pythagoras, it got its significant place in the world. 
Numbers are a part of every day that rises and sets. Pythagoras explaining the importance of numbers, 
said, “Number rules the universe’. Other philosophers as well as Pythagoras  of the time believed that 
because mathematical concepts were more "practical" (much more easier to regulate and classify) than 
physical ones, they had greater actuality.  

According to St. Augustine of Hippo (AD 354–430),: "Numbers are the Universal language 
offered by the deity to humans as confirmation of the truth." Similar to Pythagoras, he too believed that 
everything in life had numerical relationships and it was up to the mind to seek and investigate the 
secrets of these relationships or have them revealed by divine grace. 

In ancient times, the knowledge of Numerology was only confined to Indians, Greeks, Egyptians 
and Chinese people. In India, numbers are very well used in other astrology forms like prashna kundali 
(question based horoscope), swarodam shastra ,nadi shastra,kp astrology etc.  

Numerology or the study of numbers is what Bible scholars believe is the placing of meaning on 
numbers in the Scriptures.  There is said to be numerical values assigned to the numbers in the 
Pentateuch or what is known as the Torah, the first five books of the Bible. Numerology is never 
restricted to the Old Testament but it is said to be found throughout the Bible – from Genesis to Exodus.  
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Numerology tries to explain the meaning of these numbers to see what God may be telling us by using 
them and the interpretation of them relating to the Scriptures or verses where they found.  

As per the different Numerologists, it is also believed that Numerologists first used Hebrew 
system of numbers. As a study subject, it belongs to Hebrews and along with them, Egyptians and 
Gypsies played an important role in the foundation and development of Numerology. 

Basically Hebrew system of Numerology contains 22 numbers and each letter has been assigned 
one number ranging from 1 to 22.It uses numbers in place of letters and vice versa. The different  
numbers and letters are governed by the position of different planets and zodiac signs. Thus, it can be 
said that the relationship between numbers, letters, planets and different signs was established during 
this period. In Western countries. Various Numerologists like Goodman, Montroj, Moris, James Lee, 
Helen Hitchcock etc. have adopted different systems of numerology. The system developed by Dr. Cross 
Montroj, Sephrial etc. is also knows as Hebrew Numerology or Old method of numerology. The various 
numbers assigned to this system are in sequence of Hebrew alphabets.. 

Modern numerology has various antecedents. Like Ruth A. Drayer's book on Numerology," The 
Power in Numbers "states that, around the start of the 20th century, Mrs. L. Dow Balliett combined 
Pythagoras' work with Biblical reference. After that Balliett's student, Juno Jordan, helped numerology 
become the system known today as Pythagorean numerology (although Pythagoras himself had nothing 
to do with the system), by publishing "The Romance in Your Name" in 1965, providing a system for 
identifying what he called key numerological influences in names and birth dates that remains are  used 
today. 

Other numerologists including Florence Campbell (1931),[8] Lynn Buess (1978), Mark Gruner 
(1979), Faith Javane and Dusty Bunker (1979), and Kathleen Roquemore (1985) expanded on the use of 
numerology for assessing personality or events. 

 
COSMIC VIBRATIONS OF NUMBERS 

 
In the world of Harry Potter also it was seen that, Hermione Granger's favorite subject was 

arithmancy. The novels of harry potter don't offer much detail, but they make it clear that arithmancy 
involves the magical properties of numbers. Hermione used to learn the complex charts to perform 
numerical divination, or tell the future using numbers. Each number has a unique vibration, giving it 
certain properties. Numerology is an important aspect of astrology, which helps in determining the life 
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and future of a person through numbers.  According to many numerologists, astrologers nothing 
happens by accident -- everything happens because of numbers. There are nine planets governed by 
numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8and 9 .Zero has no place in numerology. 
 
•1 (SUN)–People ruled by number 1 possess a strong personality and a positive outlook. They  are  
likely to be physically strong as well. Creative, ambitious and filled with original ideas, they are a 
natural leader among friends and co-workers. They have to watch that their assertive nature doesn’t 
turn into bossiness or selfishness. Similarly, blocks to their natural energy can result in laziness, 
impulsiveness or unrealized goals. 
 
• 2(MOON) – People ruled by number 2 are peaceful, artistic, smart and refined, and loves being 
surrounded by friends. Their pure, emotional, sensitive, honest nature inspires others to confide in 
them regularly. They have to watch that their sincerity does not verge into gullibility, and allowing 
others to take advantage of them. Also, they have to make sure to attend to their own needs as well as 
those of the people around them. They should not try to avoid conflict to the point of giving up too much 
ground to others. 
 
•3 (JUPITER)– People ruled by number 3 are intelligent, creative and witty, an excellent communicator, 
whether entertaining others with jokes and stories or using their perceptive nature to explore life’s 
deepest mysteries. They always find it easy to read others thoughts and feelings. They should do their 
best to set goals and pursue them; otherwise, their life could lack direction. Also, avoid jobs, 
relationships and daily routines that are overly monotonous, as these will bring out their escapist side. 
 
• 4(RAHU) – People ruled by number 4 are practical, hardworking, adamant, skillful and down-to-
earth; these are the persons their co-workers, family and friends rely on them for stability and support. 
Their incredible willpower can sometimes turn into obstinacy. They always prefer a disciplined life, as 
unpredictable people and situations overwhelm them. They can also be resistant to change. These 
people should seek out loyal friends and partners, and use these relationships as a secure base from 
which to reach out into the unknown. 
 
• 5(MERCURY) – People ruled by number 5 always stand out in any crowd. People are drawn to their 
happy, vital nature. They possess diverse interests, and may regularly spread their self too thin. They 
adore adventure and excitement, but try to avoid being irresponsible or unreliable. Similarly these 
people watch out for a tendency toward competitiveness. They shine naturally, so there’s no need to 
work overly hard for attention. 
 
•6(VENUS) – People ruled by number 6 are loving, caring, family oriented, and this  nature makes them 
a beloved friend and family member. Honest, conscientious and thoughtful, they regularly look out for 
others’ rights and wellbeing. They find it easy to connect and communicate with just about anyone, 
including animals..They enjoy all luxuries of life and lead a glamorous life. They should take time alone 
to rest and recharge. 
 
• 7(KETU) – People ruled by number 7 are deeply analytical, great researcher and possess innate 
spiritual wisdom. They normally meet life on their own terms, which can make them appear a bit aloof. 
Adding to this is their natural perfectionism; they hold them self and others to high standards. They 
always need autonomy in their work and relationships, but they are capable of great loyalty when 
involved with a person or organization that they believe in. 
 
• 8 (SATURN)– People ruled by number 8 have creativity, willpower and good luck that all combine to 
make them a powerhouse of a personality. A forward-thinker who can readily assemble a strong team, 
they can carry their plans through to the finish. They should not become overly competitive or 
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dictatorial as they pursue their goals. In relationships, they are attracted to people who let them take 
the lead. They face lot of struggle in their lives and reach at top at later stages of life. 
 
•9(MANGAL)– People ruled by number 9 are honest, aggressive,trustworthy and compassionate. In 
relationships, they are attracted to people who possess the qualities such as generosity and kindness. 
Their idealistic, sensitive nature lends itself to humanitarian causes. They should try to avoid 
overextending themselves; if their energies are drained or taken advantage of, they could swing toward 
selfish or inconsiderate behavior. They behave like Mahabharata character “Daanveer Karan” 
 
DIFFERENT INDICATORS OF NUMEROLOGY 

As we know that each person is associated with multiple numbers in numerology that are 
calculated in different ways. Each number indicates a certain phase of your personality or future. 

The different indicators in numerology are: 
 
1. Life path number: This is the most critical number in your numerology chart and is calculated using 
your birth date. It reveals your strengths, weaknesses, challenges, lessons, and events you are likely to 
face in your lifetime. This number can help you see the path more clearly and spot the opportunities. 
 
2. Destiny number: This number is calculated using your first name and surname. It is also known as 
expression, name or namank number. It gives you a glance of your purpose in life. It describes your 
character, unveils your goals and gives you an idea on how to achieve them, and also lets you know the 
obstacles that can come your way. 
 
3. Personality number: This number is calculated using the consonants in your first name. It is also 
known as the dream or inner-dream number. The number describes your personality and gives you an 
idea of how others see you. Knowing how others perceive you will help you overcome fallacious 
perceptions and let your inner soul shine through. 
 
4. Soul number: This number is calculated using the numbers corresponding the vowels in your first 
name and surname. It is also known as soul urge number or heart desire number. It gives you an insight 
of your inner strengths, likes, dislikes, and resources. Simply put, it says who you are and reveals the 
inner self that you may have kept hidden from others. 

 
IMPACT OF NUMBERS ON HUMAN LIFE 

Numerology or cosmic vibrations of different numbers has a direct connection with life path of 
an individual which is basically the essence of life. The challenges, opportunities, and lessons during the 
span of an individual life are directly related to their own life path number. To find life path number, 
simply add up each single digit in entire birth date and then reduce that number down to a single digit. 
Numerology only acknowledges numbers one to nine, so life path number can only be a single digit 
unless it is master number - 11, 22, or 33.Zero has no significance in numerology. 
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Below is the chart which shows different areas of human life which are impacted by 
Numerology: 

 
Personality 

Many elements make up personality, the DNA of who a person is. Numerology may provide 
some insight by revealing our traits.nature, speaking skills,way of living and so on. The personality 
number in numerology can help explain the characteristics possessed by an individual. How he acts 
around other people, and how others perceive him upon first impression. To find your personality 
number, use the numerology alphabet chart to seek out the numerical value for each consonant in your 
first, middle, and last names. Reduce the sum to a single digit number, which is the personality number. 
Do not reduce master numbers 11, 22, or 33. People with conflicting personality numbers tend to have 
difficult times bonding due to challenging numerical vibrations. 

 
CAREER: JOB OR BUSINESS 

Finding in a job or career in business that is compatible or incompatible with an individual be 
associated with numerology. Certain life path numbers are better fitted to certain careers and totally 
incompatible with other careers. For example; an individual with the number eight life path might have 
difficulty working in a creative environment as eights tend to be very concerned about financial security 
and money and they face lot of struggle in life as compared to other numbers. Someone with a number 
three life path, which represents written and verbal communication, might find him or herself more 
satisfied in a broadcasting ,education or theatrical career rather working as a software developer or 
accountant. 

 
INTERESTS 

We all have different interests that make us unique. Numerology can explain why we'd find 
some activities thrilling et al. absolute wastes of your time . For instance, those with the number five as 
their life path number are known for their love of adventure and thrill.They can do anything if they 
want to do something while six life paths are drawn to artistic interests like visual and performing art, 
glamour industry, perfume business etc. Although different life path numbers are linked with different 
interests, individuals of different life paths can enjoy similar activities. 

 
Attitude 

In numerology, the attitude number can explain what an individual perceives to be getting from 
life, and what makes an impact on people . According to Glynis McCants, a well known celebrity 
numerologist, people do not know what to expect from you if the attitude number and life path number 
conflict. Discover attitude number by adding together each digit of the month and day an individual is 
born, then break down the sum into one digit.Then from that single digit number an individual can 
know about his or her attitude towards life. 

PERSONALITY

INTEREST

HOME AND LOCATION
BUSINESS OR 
PROFESSION

ATTITUDE

CAREER
RELATIONSHIP 

COMPATABILITY
FINANCE

NAME
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Relationship Compatibility 
Every person on this earth has relationship issues .The whole world is full of incompatible 

matches, and people often wonder why relationships crumble. Although a number of things are 
involved in relationships failing or succeeding, conflicting life path numbers can make relationships 
extremely challenging. Individuals of opposite life path numbers often have entirely different outlooks 
and philosophies on life generally . For example, individuals with the number four life path are typically 
adamant and thrive in solid relationships, making them incompatible with the eight life path number, 
which is always judgemental and rude and sometimes unstable in relationships. 

 
Location 

Every city and state has its own numerological vibration, and individual numbers either align  
or conflict with that vibration. Since certain cities are toxic to certain life path numbers, it is vital to 
think about the numerological vibration of a city and state before moving there. Learn the 
numerological vibration of a state or city by using the numerology alphabet chart. Find the numerical 
value for each letter within the name of the state or city, add up those digits, and then break down the 
sum into a single digit and then match it with individual destiny and psychic numbers to see its 
compatibility. 

 
Home 

A house or apartment may not really feel like home if its vibrational energy is different from the 
people living there. The numerical address of home can determine the level of happiness and comfort of 
people living there. Simply add each separate numerical digit in the address, and then reduce the sum to 
a single digit. If that number is not compatible with the life path number, the vibe of that particular 
property may complement an individual vibe. 

 
NAME NUMEROLOGY 
INDIVIDUAL NAMES AS WELL AS PET NAMES: 

Like humans, animals have their own personalities. An individual name can actually influence 
his behavior because of numerological vibrations and astrological correspondences. 
Whether he's independent, adventurous, reclusive, emotional, or affable can correlate together with 
his name. Learn his numerological vibration by using the numerology alphabet chart to find the 
numerical value for every letter in his name. Break down the sum of those numbers into a single digit 
number. Same hold true for pet names in the house. 

 
BUSINESS AND PROFESSION NAMES 

Business names carry vibrational energy that are either compatible or incompatible with an 
individual own vibrational Business and Profession names.Business names carry vibrational energy 
that are either compatible or incompatible with an individual own vibrational energy. The name of the 
business holds very powerful position and can determine whether it is successful or not. The address of 
business is just as important as the name, and is calculated in the same manner as a home address. 
Discover whether the business name is right for an individual personality by finding the numerical 
value for each letter in the business name, and then reduce the sum to a single digit number.  

Having destiny number and life path number compatible with business name can ensure a 
prosperous business. 

 
IMPORTANCE OF NUMEROLOGY 

Numerology may be a science that deals with numbers and these numbers are used as tools  in 
influencing the human life during a positive way. When people are on the lookout for an edge to 
realize success and happiness, Numerology are often of great help. Apart from these, given below are 
various other reasons as to why Numerology holds a very important position in an individual life. 
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SHORT TERM ANALYSIS –  
By assessing birth chart only future events events are often predicted but, numerology 

predictions can spot out even the short term events of the life. This will help in making major decisions 
like buying property, job change, overseas opportunities and much more. 

 
PREDICTIONS- 

 Numerology helps in knowing different forecasts concerning queries a private may need in 
terms of mergers, acquisitions, marriage, and family amongst an array of others. 

 
Works on Karma of an individual –  

The Numerology numbers are empowered to reduce the Karmic effects thereby altering  
destiny! This will bring about happiness in an individual life. 

. 
Health and Happiness-  

Numerology helps within the identification of health hazards and with the usage of it, physical 
issues are often minimized and or avoided. 

 
Buying and Selling-  

The science of numbers can be well associated with the dates appropriate for buying or selling 
valuable assets much needed for long term investments and short term investments. 

 
Identifies Weak Zones – 

By having a Numerology reading, an individual will come to know the areas of strengths and 
weaknesses of his chart. 

 
Occupation- 

Numerology acts as a superb guide for any age group people whether young or old who want to 
understand which career option are going to be best fitted to their growth.job spirants can easily 
understand what is going to be the simplest field for them to use and obtain satisfied returns. 

 
Compatibility analysis-  

Knowing your better half and having a peaceful and happy married life is everyone’s 
dream.Numerology is a tool which provides guidance in this regard. 

 
Better Understanding of the Self –  

Numerology readings are formed supported an individual’s psychic numbers. This will give a 
clear insight about their personality, attitude, preferences and behavioral patterns. On knowing these, 
one can easily will gain a better understanding about his/her personality. 

 
Rectifies any Planetary Defects in a birth chart_  

Numerology numbers are astronomical and they are associated with the 9 planets of the 
Universe. So, when there is a planetary defect in any birth chart, Numerology readings and remedies 
can rectify the same. 

 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

Numerology is that the belief within the divine or mystical relationship between variety and 
coinciding events. It is also the study of the numerical value of the letters in words, names, and ideas. It 
is often related to the paranormal, alongside astrology and almost like divinatory arts. Numerology is 
never considered to be an exact science. It is basically a technique based on limited research. No new 
systematic research is being presently conducted to further develop this field of studies  
However, there's no proof that the system works or that there is any real correlation between the 
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numbers and their associated concepts. However impact has been noticed on people’s lives. So many 
times question is asked whether numerology does really work. By using numerology in daily life an 
individual can overcome many of the obstacles. Discover simple and quick ways to maximize energy 
and reduce stress. Numerology may be a wonderful science which may predict the events of the longer 
term. Numerology cannot give the exact prediction of day to day activity such as minutes and seconds 
but they can definitely give an overall projection of the year, month,and days. Despite having 
debunked the parable of astrology, however, scientists have found that an individual's future is 
often linked to his or her birthday. The month in which people are born can influence their future, from 
their longevity to their profession. Basically Vibrations of numbers can only be used as an helping hand 
.Too much dependence on these numbers can ruin an individual life and can make them lethargic, 
conservative and impractical. It would be very difficult for them to survive in this changing world. It is 
advisable to use numerology only judicially and as a helping hand in taking various decisions of the life. 
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